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IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction    

 

What does fitness mean to you? For many 

it means looking great in their swimsuit 

and generally feeling healthy. For others, 

fitness means being able to perform at a 

high level in a particular sport.  

 

Consider fitness as being an overall quality 

of wellbeing. A fit person is someone who 

is at a healthy weight, has a strong 

immune system, and a good sense of 

wellbeing. They may not be a competitive 

athlete, but they are confident in their 

body and able to perform a variety of 

tasks.  

 

Fitness is something that you can attain at 

any age, and it has an impact on the rest of your life. For example, a twenty-five year 

old who is fit now and then ignores exercise for ten years may have a difficult time 

regaining their fitness. However, a thirty-five year old who begins exercising now, and 

doesn’t let their exercise program slide, can enjoy good fitness well into their eighties 

or nineties.  

 

The point is that fitness is important to your present life, as well as to your future. The 

good news is that fitness can be achieved through a wide variety of activities. You 

don’t have to be a hardcore endurance athlete to enjoy good fitness. It’s one of the 

reasons that yoga has become so popular.  

 

The health and fitness benefits from a yoga practice are phenomenal, and because 

there are so many different types of yoga it’s practically guaranteed that there’s a 

style that fits your personality and needs.  

 

This report first takes a look at those phenomenal benefits of yoga. We then explore a 

handful of the many different types of yoga. Then we’ll wrap it up by taking a look at 

how to get started with a successful yoga for fitness program.  
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YogaYogaYogaYoga::::    AAAA    Different Type of WorkoutDifferent Type of WorkoutDifferent Type of WorkoutDifferent Type of Workout    

    

Yoga might not be what comes to mind when you think about getting into great 

shape. However, you’ll be amazed at all of the wonderful strength and endurance 

benefits you’ll receive, on top of improved flexibility and blood flow. Let’s look at the 

benefit of strength first. 

 

Yoga Makes You StrongerYoga Makes You StrongerYoga Makes You StrongerYoga Makes You Stronger    

 

Let’s just start with a little honesty and say that muscle looks better than flab. It’s 

strong, sexy, and it feels great to feel strong. Yoga is absolutely a form of strength 

training, and for many it’s much more effective and fun than going to the gym to lift 

weights (though many weight trainers also do yoga for the other benefits that we 

haven’t touched on yet). 

So how does yoga actually make you stronger? Many yoga poses require you to 

support the weight of your own body. For example, you might do the Tree Pose which 

has you hold your balance and weight for a few seconds to a few minutes.  

 

It’s not uncommon to feel your muscles tremble with fatigue as you hold a pose. You’ll 

also tone your muscles as you get stronger, which can give you a long and lean 

physique. Don’t worry; you won’t get bulky with yoga.  

 

You’ll notice that your core muscles – the muscles in your back and stomach – will get 

stronger and you’ll experience muscle tone in your arms and legs. It’s a whole body 

workout. Additionally, one of the benefits of improved strength and strength training is 

an improved bone density or a reduction in your bone loss, depending on your age.  

 

After about 35 years of age, both men and women begin to lose bone density. 

Strength training helps boost your bone density before you hit that magic age and it 

reduces your bone loss later in life. Better bone density reduces your risk of fractures 

and for developing osteoporosis.  

 

Yoga Helps Improve Flexibility and MobilityYoga Helps Improve Flexibility and MobilityYoga Helps Improve Flexibility and MobilityYoga Helps Improve Flexibility and Mobility    

 

This is probably the biggest benefit that comes to mind when people think about 

yoga. You’ve likely seen photos or magazine covers with a yogi bent into a seemingly 

impossible position. You’ll be surprised how quickly your flexibility and mobility 

improve.  
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You can expect to gain improved flexibility in your back, shoulders and hips, along 

with your neck. This improved flexibility can reduce pain and improve your posture. As 

you age, poor posture tends to become exaggerated as bones lose density and 

tissues tighten. Yoga helps improve both posture and flexibility so that you stay 

upright and looking ahead.   

 

Many people also enjoy reduced pain when they start yoga. Back pain is a common 

complaint that vanishes with regular yoga practice. The tightness that was causing 

the pain is alleviated with many of the poses. As you become stronger and more 

limber, your body is able to do a better job of supporting you properly and without 

pain.  

 

Boost Your Cardiovascular Fitness and Endurance with Yoga Boost Your Cardiovascular Fitness and Endurance with Yoga Boost Your Cardiovascular Fitness and Endurance with Yoga Boost Your Cardiovascular Fitness and Endurance with Yoga     

 

Yoga practice requires breathing control. You’ll learn to take deep breaths that 

benefit your entire body. You’ll pull more oxygen into your body and into your cells. 

This oxygen is used to make energy. It’s essential. Additionally, the poses that you do 

help improve blood flow and the delivery of nutrients to your cells, organs, and 

tissues. 

 

Many people find that this improved blood flow helps strengthen their immune 

systems and may even reduce allergy symptoms. There have been some studies that 

link yoga to a reduced risk for cardiovascular disease and heart attacks.  

 

Some types of yoga will get your heart rate into the aerobic range, which can also 

help improve cardiovascular health and conditioning. Additionally, studies have found 

that yoga lowers your resting heart rate so you can 

do more work with less energy. It’s also been 

shown to lower blood pressure by as much as 26 

points. All of that improved breathing also leads to 

some fantastic mindset and mental wellness 

benefits as well.  

 

Yoga, It’ll Blow Your MindYoga, It’ll Blow Your MindYoga, It’ll Blow Your MindYoga, It’ll Blow Your Mind    

 

Exercise has been shown to provide a number of 

mental and emotional benefits. It calms your mind 

and releases endorphins, which are commonly 

referred to as “feel good” hormones. It also 

improves sleep and helps your body better 
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manage stress. Yoga provides all of these benefits and more.  

 

In fact, yoga is quite well known for its ability to quiet your mind and create an almost 

meditative state. As you move into a pose it requires great body awareness. Holding 

the pose forces you to focus on quieting your mind and focusing on your breath – 

much like meditation. Your challenges, stresses, and troubles have no room in your 

mind as you focus on the task at hand.  

 

At the same time you’re also improving oxygen and blood flow to your organs and 

tissues and enjoying the hormonal benefits of a workout. Yoga lowers cortisol levels 

too. Cortisol is the hormone that’s released by your body during times of stress.  

 

Cortisol impedes digestion. It also affects sleep, causes depression, hinders your 

immune system, and causes weight gain. While you may not be able to live a stress-

free life, you can reduce the harmful effects of cortisol on your body and teach your 

body to better manage stress.  

 

Studies have also shown that serotonin levels increase with a yoga practice. High 

serotonin levels have been associated with a reduced risk of depression and a 

stronger immune function. In fact, people with high serotonin levels are happier and 

healthier.  

 

Weight Loss With YogaWeight Loss With YogaWeight Loss With YogaWeight Loss With Yoga    

 

Yoga has been shown to lower blood sugar levels. This helps you have more 

balanced energy levels and reduce cravings for starchy and sugary foods. This 

change in blood sugar and eating habits helps you lose weight. Additionally, yoga 

requires you to move your body, which burns calories.  

 

It also tends to make people more aware of their bodies, which may lead to lifestyle 

changes and more conscious eating. Finally, yoga tends to improve the quality and 

duration of sleep. Sleep is the time that your body recharges and renews. It’s also the 

time when many of your hormones are balanced and released.  

 

Some of the hormones that are released at night control hunger during the day. When 

they’re balanced, you’re more likely to only eat when you’re truly hungry. You won’t 

get mixed signals from your body, or experience cravings for unhealthful food. People 

who get good quality sleep tend to weigh less than those who don’t.  
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So yoga can help you improve just about every aspect of your health and fitness. 

You’ll sleep better, feel better and enjoy a stronger immune system. You’ll improve 

your heart health, your strength and you’ll lose weight too. Sounds great, right? The 

next step is to learn more about the different types of yoga and find a style or two 

that’s right for you.  
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What Type of Yoga is Right for You?What Type of Yoga is Right for You?What Type of Yoga is Right for You?What Type of Yoga is Right for You?    

 

There are more than a dozen types of yoga, and more are being developed and 

created each year. The popularity of this fitness and wellness approach has caused 

yoga enthusiasts to bend and mold the philosophies and movements to fit their beliefs 

and goals. Let’s take a look at the most popular types of yoga. They’re generally more 

accessible and friendlier to beginners.  

    

AnusaraAnusaraAnusaraAnusara    YogaYogaYogaYoga 

 

Anusara was developed quite recently by John Friend. He believed that people are 

intrinsically good and launched his program in 1997 to explore methods to promote 

finding and releasing that inner goodness. The principles of the class are based in 

Iyengar and embrace rigorous movements that align your body and your mind.  

 

Students of this type of yoga are encouraged to embrace the movements to their 

fullest. It’s an upbeat type of yoga that is good for beginners. Your body will not be 

pushed too far and injuries from this type of yoga are uncommon. It’s much less 

threatening than many other types of yoga and can be a great mood lifter, as well as 

a great step toward better fitness.  

 

Anusara is one of the fastest growing yoga types and has more than 1,200 teachers 

around the world. You’ll likely be able to find a class near your home.  
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Ashtanga YogaAshtanga YogaAshtanga YogaAshtanga Yoga    

 

Ashtanga is one of the older more traditional types of yoga. It was brought to the 

West in the 1970s by Pattabhi Jois. It is a rigorous yoga style that is quite structured. 

You know what to expect from every workout. If you enjoy structure and like to know 

what your workout is going to entail, Ashtanga might be for you.  

 

It’s based on six established pose sequences. The poses flow from one to the next. The 

movements are both rapid and strenuous. You will absolutely break a sweat during 

an Ashtanga glass. Your poses (or “Vinyasas”) are linked by your inhalation and 

exhalation. The goal is to focus your mind and body.  

 

If you want to lose weight and get a great cardio and strength workout then 

Ashtanga may be your ideal yoga style. If you have an intense or driven personality or 

are extremely motivated to get in shape, try Ashtanga.  

 

Beginners may struggle through the first couple of classes. That’s okay. Everyone is a 

beginner when they start yoga. You might consider getting a bit of an education on 

the poses before you head to a class, or hire a yoga teacher to give you a private 

lesson.  

 

BikramBikramBikramBikram 

 

Bikram Yoga, developed by Bikram Choudhury 30 years ago, is a hot yoga. Like 

Ashtanga yoga, it’s a structured program that works through a predetermined series 

of poses. Bikram has 26 poses; each performed twice, and is one of the most popular 

types of yoga. You’ll sweat buckets in a Bikram class. The yoga studio will be heated 

to 105 degrees and 40 percent humidity.  

 

It’s excellent for weight loss and also tends to cleanse both the mind and the body. 

Experts say that you can burn between 350 to 600 calories in one class. You’ll also 

build stamina, strength, and confidence as you master Bikram yoga. 

 

It’s important to make sure that you stay hydrated during a Bikram class. Wear loose 

fitting clothing and bring a towel to mop up the sweat. Chances are you’ll be able to 

find many Bikram classes or studios to choose from so look for one with a good 

reputation that fits your needs.  
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HathaHathaHathaHatha 

 

Hatha Yoga is the term that covers any type of yoga that teaches physical postures. 

So both Bikram and Ashtanga are both types of Hatha yoga. So what does it mean 

when you visit a school and their class is identified as Hatha Ashtanga? 

 

It means that you’re going to get a good introductory class, a gentle class, to learn the 

most basic yoga postures. It’s a great choice for beginners. You may not get the 

workout you want or sweat buckets. But you will get a great education on yoga and 

you’ll leave the studio feeling more relaxed, flexible, and more comfortable with yoga.  

 

You’ll also reduce your stress level and enjoy the many other health and mental 

benefits of yoga. It’s also a great class to take if you’re sore from a workout and need 

to get blood flowing through your tissues.  

 

IyengarIyengarIyengarIyengar 

 

Iyengar yoga is a different style of yoga compared to the styles we’ve talked about 

thus far. The foundation of Iyengar is to find the proper alignment in a pose. This is 

the style of yoga that embraces props – including blocks, bolsters, straps and 

blankets.  

 

These props help you find the proper alignment in a pose. For example, if you cannot 

touch the ground in a forward bend, you’ll use blocks for your hands so you can get 

the full stretch with proper form.  

 

It’s a slower class so you may not get your heart rate up. However, you will 

experience both physical and mental challenges of yoga. It’s often recommended for 

people who have injuries or physical conditions that make other types of yoga a bit 

too challenging. The instructors go through some of the most rigorous training so 

you’ll receive better guidance and will experience a safer yoga environment. It is 

appropriate for all ages and abilities and is a great class to take to learn the 

fundamentals of yoga and to get accustomed to the poses. It works your entire body, 

and practitioners enjoy strong and shapely muscles.  

 

VinyasaVinyasaVinyasaVinyasa 
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Vinyasa means flow in Sanskrit. Vinyasa classes are different than Hatha based 

classes because the practice is fluid. Poses flow from one to the next with smooth 

transitions. Music is sometimes played during the class and you won’t find structure or 

repetition in a Vinyasa class. The classes are intense and you will test your strength, 

flexibility, and stamina limits.  

 

Vinyasa classes aren’t as easy to find as Bikram classes but they’re popular enough 

that you should have some options in your community.  It’s a great style for beginners 

and advanced practitioners alike.  

 

Now that you have a basic idea about some of the more popular types of yoga, it’s 

time to take a look at how to create your own yoga for fitness program.  
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Getting Started With Your Yoga Fitness PlanGetting Started With Your Yoga Fitness PlanGetting Started With Your Yoga Fitness PlanGetting Started With Your Yoga Fitness Plan    

 

Yoga is one of the most versatile fitness activities you can partake in. You can create a 

program that fits your needs, mood, and budget. For example, you might take two 

strenuous Bikram classes each week and enjoy one Anusara class at the end of the 

week. There’s no rule that says you can only choose one type of yoga. It’s also an 

activity that can grow and develop as you do.  

 

EquipmentEquipmentEquipmentEquipment    

 

Yoga requires very little equipment. In fact, the 

only real piece of equipment that you need is a 

yoga mat. Look for a non-slip mat that will prevent 

you from sliding during poses. Most yoga is 

performed barefoot so there are no shoes 

required. You will want to wear loose fitting 

clothing. If you’re doing Bikram then you’ll want to 

wear as little clothing as possible because 105 

degrees is quite warm.  

 

If you’re planning on taking an an an an Iyengar class then 

you may want to purchase your own blocks, straps 

and bolsters. However, most studios do provide 

those items, especially for your first class. You 

might also consider purchasing a few yoga DVDs 

to help learn the poses or to practice at home. That 

brings us to the next decision and step to take.        

 

Buy a Video, Buy a Video, Buy a Video, Buy a Video, Take A ClassTake A ClassTake A ClassTake A Class,,,,    Or Hire A Private InstructorOr Hire A Private InstructorOr Hire A Private InstructorOr Hire A Private Instructor????    

 

Choosing a style and buying equipment are small steps. Actually, taking the first step 

and deciding you want to learn yoga is probably the most significant step on the path 

to fitness. There are many different approaches. Some people prefer to practice yoga 

and learn in the comfort of their homes. There are many excellent yoga videos and 

practicing at home provides you with greater flexibility to fit your yoga to your busy 

schedule. However, it also means that you don’t get the guidance and coaching that 
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an instructor can provide. With yoga, small adjustments to your position can make a 

significant difference. Additionally, an instructor can help you push your limits and 

stay motivated. There’s also a nice social aspect to attending a class, and some built 

in accountability. 

 

Hiring a private yoga instructor is another option. It can be a way to enjoy a quiet 

yoga class at your own pace with the guidance of an instructor. You may also be able 

to practice in the comfort of your own home, though most instructors offer private 

classes at a studio. 

Hiring a private instructor for an introductory lesson or two is another option if you 

want to take a yoga class but aren’t comfortable with your beginner skills and 

knowledge. The instructor can help you get up to speed quickly.  

 

Choosing a Yoga StudioChoosing a Yoga StudioChoosing a Yoga StudioChoosing a Yoga Studio    

There are probably many local yoga studios to choose from, so how do you choose 

the one that’s right for you? The best approach is to visit the studio and talk to the 

owner or instructor. Some studios offer a free class for first class for prospective 

students. 

 

If time is scarce and you can’t take a class at every studio in town, read reviews of the 

studio and talk to people. Look for a school that has qualified and experienced 

teachers. Schedule, price, and personality of the studio are also important.  

 

Yoga At Home Yoga At Home Yoga At Home Yoga At Home ––––    Resources and IdeasResources and IdeasResources and IdeasResources and Ideas    

 

The other option is to practice yoga in your home. You can find yoga programs on 

your television, on your computer and via DVD. There are even yoga apps for your 

smart phone. Again, the best way to find the right yoga resource is to try a few. 

Different instructors have unique personalities and styles.  

 

You’ll find a few that suit you, and those will be the best choice to support your fitness 

success. One of the benefits of yoga at home is that you can begin with entry level 

yoga DVD’s. As your confidence and practice improves, you can try the next level. You 

can vary your practice depending on your mood and time limitations.  
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Integrating Yoga into Your LIntegrating Yoga into Your LIntegrating Yoga into Your LIntegrating Yoga into Your Lifestyle aifestyle aifestyle aifestyle and Existing Fitness nd Existing Fitness nd Existing Fitness nd Existing Fitness 

ProgramProgramProgramProgram    

 

How often do you want to practice yoga and what do you want to get from it? That’s 

a big question to answer and your response might change from day to day. However, 

it’s an important question as well because it will help you create your own personal 

yoga for fitness program. 

 

For example, maybe you walk three or four times a week but you want to improve 

your fitness even more. You might decide that you want to add yoga to your program 

and practice twice a week at a local studio.  

 

Someone else might decide that they want to make yoga their primary focus and 

exercise every morning from the comfort of their living room. 

 

Take a look at: 

 

• How often you exercise already.  

 

• Do you have a current fitness program? If not, how often do you want to exercise 

every week?  

 

• The type of exercise you’re already doing. 

 

• If you are currently exercising, what type of exercise is it and what do you want to 

accomplish with yoga? For example, a runner might want to improve flexibility 

and strength.  

 

• Your current fitness level and confidence. 

 

Are you ready and raring to go, or are you feeling a bit intimidated by a new fitness 

program? Wherever you are in your fitness and confidence is fine.  

 

The important thing to do is take a first step. If that means you’re exercising at home, 

great. If it means you’re taking a hot yoga class at the busiest Bikram studio in town, 

super. Start wherever it feels most right for you. 
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What Are Your Goals? What’s Most Important to You?What Are Your Goals? What’s Most Important to You?What Are Your Goals? What’s Most Important to You?What Are Your Goals? What’s Most Important to You?    

 

You’ve already read about the many benefits of yoga. You may have a long list of 

reasons to get started. Before you buy a DVD or sign up for a class, consider one 

important question first. What is your primary goal for starting yoga?  

 

For example, if you want to lose weight then that may lead you to a more rigorous 

type of yoga and more frequent workouts. If you want to have more energy and a 

clearer mind then you might prefer Anusara or Vinyasa flow.  

 

Identify your goals and consider how the different styles fit into your needs. 

Remember, you don’t have to choose a single type of yoga.  The next step is to create 

your own yoga for fitness program. Decide what you want to try and buy that DVD or 

visit the appropriate type of yoga studio.  

 

Take action! Take action! Take action! Take action!     

 

Before we wrap this up, it’s important to answer a few questions that may still be 

lingering in your mind and to provide you with a few tips for success.  
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What to Expect What to Expect What to Expect What to Expect from Yoga and Tips for Sfrom Yoga and Tips for Sfrom Yoga and Tips for Sfrom Yoga and Tips for Successuccessuccessuccess    

 

Question #1 What’s the Proper Etiquette for a Yoga Class?Question #1 What’s the Proper Etiquette for a Yoga Class?Question #1 What’s the Proper Etiquette for a Yoga Class?Question #1 What’s the Proper Etiquette for a Yoga Class?    

 

There are some definite dos and don’ts for a yoga class. Some of the etiquette rules 

may seem obvious; but you’d be surprised how many people don’t follow them. For 

example, always be on time (or a little early) to your class. It’s disruptive to show up to 

a class even a few minutes late, and you’ll miss warming up your muscles.  

 

Take care of personal hygiene. When you’re in a yoga class you’re in a small, often 

heated, confined space. Bathe, wear an appropriate deodorant, and make sure your 

clothing and equipment are clean. Turn your cell phone off and leave it with your 

personal items. Some studios offer lockers. Others just have cubbies to tuck your items 

into. A ringing cell phone in the middle of class is disruptive.  

 

Modesty matters. Make sure that your clothing isn’t too revealing or distracting. Stay 

quiet and respectful during class, and only talk when it’s necessary. Finally, follow the 

studio rules regarding shoes, payment, and always be respectful to the instructor.  

 

Question #2 How Sore Will My Muscles Be?Question #2 How Sore Will My Muscles Be?Question #2 How Sore Will My Muscles Be?Question #2 How Sore Will My Muscles Be?    

 

This is a difficult question to answer because it depends largely on your current fitness 

and exercise program. Whenever you use your muscles in a new or different way, 

there will be soreness. For example, if you run or walk regularly then your leg muscles 

might not be sore from a yoga workout, but your core muscles may experience some 

soreness. Muscle soreness usually goes away after a few days and after a couple of 

months of yoga, your body will settle down.  

 

Question #3 How Much Weight Can You Lose? Question #3 How Much Weight Can You Lose? Question #3 How Much Weight Can You Lose? Question #3 How Much Weight Can You Lose?     

 

Again, the answer to this question is relative to your current weight and also the type 

of yoga you’re practicing. For example, Hatha yoga will burn fewer calories than a 

Bikram class (which can burn up to 600 calories). If you burn an extra 600 calories a 

day you’ll lose a little more than a pound a week. If you also incorporate healthier 

eating into your day then you can lose more.  

 

Question #4 What if I Can’t Do a Pose?Question #4 What if I Can’t Do a Pose?Question #4 What if I Can’t Do a Pose?Question #4 What if I Can’t Do a Pose?    
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There will likely be many poses that challenge you. Part of the fun of practicing yoga 

is learning to master these poses. You probably won’t be able to get into a headstand 

on the first day. Yet over time, with patience and persistence, you’ll be able to 

improve your form and strength and one day you will get that pose. So don’t worry 

about not being able to get a pose right now. Do your best and work hard to 

improve. 

 

Question #5 How Do I Find a Style and InstructQuestion #5 How Do I Find a Style and InstructQuestion #5 How Do I Find a Style and InstructQuestion #5 How Do I Find a Style and Instructor That I Like?or That I Like?or That I Like?or That I Like?    

 

The simple answer to this question is to try many different styles, studios, and 

instructors. Even with DVDs, you’ll find that you prefer some instructors more than 

others. Research the yoga opportunities in your community.  

 

In addition to finding the independent yoga studios, take a look and see if your 

community center or local recreation center offers yoga classes. Keep an open mind. 

For example, you might think that hot yoga sounds terrible, but give it a try. It may 

become your favorite style of yoga.  

 

Question #5 When Can I Expect to Start Receiving Health Benefits From Yoga?Question #5 When Can I Expect to Start Receiving Health Benefits From Yoga?Question #5 When Can I Expect to Start Receiving Health Benefits From Yoga?Question #5 When Can I Expect to Start Receiving Health Benefits From Yoga?    

    

You can expect them to begin right away. The first yoga class you attend will increase 

your blood flow and oxygen intake. You may experience better sleep right away as 

well. As you begin to practice yoga you may also be inspired to make other healthy 

lifestyle changes, including eating healthier.  

 

Question #7 What Can I Do To Succeed?Question #7 What Can I Do To Succeed?Question #7 What Can I Do To Succeed?Question #7 What Can I Do To Succeed?    

    

The most important step you can take is simply to start practicing yoga. Integrate it 

into your life and into your weekly schedule. While practicing yoga once a week is 

better than not practicing at all, you’ll receive more benefits if you practice a few 

times a week.  

 

You can also integrate yoga into your day by practicing for ten or so minutes every 

morning on your own and then attending a full yoga class several times a week. If 

you’re creating an at home yoga program, make sure to create some accountability.  

 

Keep in mind that it takes at least two weeks to make something a habit. When 

adding yoga to your life, give yourself time to learn and to fully embrace the practice. 

Every yoga session will be different than the last. You’ll face different challenges and 
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experience new rewards. One thing is for certain; a consistent yoga practice will 

improve your health and quite likely change your life. 

 

ConclusionConclusionConclusionConclusion    

    

Yoga provides an abundance of health and fitness benefits. It’s great for your heart, 

lungs, mind, and muscles. It improves digestion, helps you learn to focus, and you’ll 

sleep better too. There are so many different types of yoga that you’re certain to find 

a style that you enjoy.  

 

And that’s the bottom line when it comes to fitness – when you enjoy your physical 

activity you’re more likely to follow through, to work out, and to improve your health 

and wellbeing. Find a style or instructor that you enjoy and start making yoga part of 

your life. You’ll be glad that you did.  

 

 

 


